
Q2-2018 FULL MEASURE

Full Measure is a broadcast focusing on investigative, original and accountability 
reporting unique in today’s media.The host is Sharyl Attkisson. The show format will 
include a major investigative piece each week on topics ranging from immigration 
issues at home and abroad, government waste, national security concerns and 
vulnerabilities, whistleblower reports on government abuse and misdeeds. Full Measure 
is produced by and airs nationally on stations of the Sinclair Broadcast Group. The 
program also streams live on all Sinclair websites  on Sundays at 9:30 a.m. ET.
 

April1 Snowflakes a look at 
a sensitive 
generation

Snowflakes-2 Paying the Dead
A member of 
Congress wants to 
stop wasted SS 
payments

April8 Russia & Ukraine 
Lobbying 
-how foreign 
countries buy influnce

Jerusalem Embassy 
Move: 
The controversy 
reported from Israel

Heroes&Villans
POGO intv Neil 
Gordon Some of 
America’s most 
admired companies, 
have some secrets

April15 NORRIS 2 following 
their efforts to restrict 
MRI dyes 

DNA Database
Why giving up your 
dna might not be 
such a good idea

Debt & Crisis
Why running a 
national debt is a 
problem

April22 Herpes Vaccine
Controversial 
research to find a 
vaccine

Lanny Davis
An insider’s story on 
the Clinton loss

China Syndrome
Why are so many of 
our drugs produced 
in China

April29 Awan Bros
Questions about 
access to 
Congressional 
accounts

Guatemala
Controversial human 
testing

Korea with a summit 
pending, a look at the 
world’s most 
dangerous border

May6 Asbestos. It’s still out 
there

Terror commerce: 
stopping the threat 
by watching online

Surviving Media 
when the media 
attacks

May13 SEAL Suicides SEALS-2   Right to Try/Johnson



Traumatic brain injury 
and how it’s 
impacting our military

giving terminally ill 
patients better 
access to 
experimental drugs.

May20  Betting on JERSEY
SCOTUS rules on 
gambling and what’s 
next

Cuellar/NAFTA 
A look at the 
decades old trade bill 
under review

Charlie Hebdo
A former terrorist 
talks

May27 
Rountable week

Best Of
Panel with 
correspondents on 
some of their favorite 
stories

Best Of Best Of

June3 THE SMEAR
The new technique to 
eliminate people

Afghan Author
Journo reflections on 
Afghan

Digital Dangers 
Gallup poll on digital 
use in school

June10 IRS accountability 
and aftermath of IRS 
scandal

Surviving Syria
Story of man who 
escaped 

SINGAPORE
Before the summit, 
why Singapore was 
picked

June17 END 
SEASON3 

ROUNDTABLE
Correspondents 
discuss some of 
favorite stories of the 
season

ROUNDTABLE ROUNDTABLE

Nov19 OBOR China’s one 
belt one road policy

Flights to Nowhere 
subsidized routes

Travis Tritt the singer 
talks about patriotism

Dec3  Border2 one 
town that 
supports tighter 
border

Pentagon Slush 
Fundr $s that 
don’t show, that 
you pay for

HatingHcare
Why it doesn’t 
work



Jan14 S3E19 SIGAR the IQ for 
Afghanistan on waste

IsraelTheWall/ 
reporting on the 
border wall with 
Gaza that works

Tax Havens offshore 
accounts and who 
has them


